
C O R P O R A T E           I E S
CUSTOM  MADE  TIES, SCARVES  AND        CUFFLINKS

Australia’s finest custom made
ties, scarves & cufflinks



Corporate Ties
We offer you custom made logo ties from your choice of either silk or 
polyester, both of the highest quality grade. We will design to suit your 
requirements or match any original design given to us. Our design 
department will ensure that your finished product will excite you and 
your customer and that the tie will be worn with the same pride that we 
had designing and making it. Give us your brief and we will comply to 
your satisfaction.

Our Corporate ties are perfect for uniforms, universities, sports clubs, 
institutions of all kinds, schools, agencies and many other groups that 
are proud to display their logo.
All ties can be produced with matching gift boxes, matching cufflinks, 
matching pocket hanks or simply stand alone. Any way is perfect, it is 
entirely up to you.



Corporate Ties

Customise your tie from a selection of materials, weaves, sizes, shapes and styles



Corporate Ties

Logos can be positioned prominently, subtly watermarked throughout, or both. Your tie - 
Your choice. 



We manufacture from 
the finest silk and 
polyester.

We take pride in 
producing a variety 
of ties; from the 
fashionable or knitted 
tie, to a loop or clip-on 
tie, anything is possible.

We can also customise 
your company tie with 
personalised tipping.

Fashion & Specialty Ties

 Loop & Clip-On Ties Knitted ties Fashionable  Skinny ties



Ladies Scarves

Printed ladies scarves on Silk or Crepe-de-chine
Ladies scarves are an integral part of any corporate uniform. They can be used to add 
individuality or just the finishing touch. Scarves can be designed in a similar way to that of
ties. Your scarf - Your choice of design, colour, fabric and size.



Printed & Woven Scarves

MEN! Shout out loud your favourite team in colourful woven acrylic scarves.
Unisex scarves are also available in your choice of fabric and colours.



Cufflinks 

Plain cufflinks in Gold, always in stock for laser engraving

Plain cufflinks in Silver, always in stock for laser engraving

Enamelled cufflinks in Silver

We can custom make your cufflinks in various finishes.



Lapel & Tie bars

Tie Bars Lapel Pins

Hospitality, Formal Wear & Bowties



Packaging

Wooden box for cufflinks

Saddle stitched leather box for 
cufflinks

Velvet box for cufflinks

Versatile metal tin box

Scarf sleeve boxes in black or white

Our presentation boxes come in 
varied shapes, sizes and 
finishes

Cufflink Pouch Lapel Box



Matching tie, cufflinks and pocket 
hank in tie box

Matching tie, cufflinks and pocket 
hank in saddle stitched presentation 
box

Matching tie and cufflinks in 
matching drawstring pouch

Special occasion presentation boxes 
for a stylish touch

Presentation boxes can come in a 
variety of options with matching 
pocket hank and cufflinks

Matching tie, box, cufflinks and 
pocket hank

Gift Sets



www.corporateties.net.au
Your online distributor website

View over 150 designs!
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